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GLOBAL MOBILITY POLICIES

Top Tips For Writing Great Global
Mobility Policies
Whether you are a large multinational
looking to review well established
global mobility policies, or an
organisation starting to branch out
internationally for the first time,
having a structured policy and
approach to globally mobility not only
helps to ensure consistency, but also
mitigates a range of compliance risks.
Helping clients to develop their global
mobility policies has provided me
with some practical insight in to how
organisations use these programmes
to move their employees around the
globe. What is immediately apparent is
that mobility is used in a wide variety
of ways and for an array of different
purposes. This knowledge reconfirms
to me that writing or updating a global
mobility policy is about more than just
benchmarking provisions against what
other companies in your industry are
offering (as important as that remains),
it is about making it relevant to the
specific business to help it achieve its
strategic goals.
Below I have outlined my 8 top tips for
writing global mobility policies.

1. Benchmark Within
Your Industry And Against
Companies Of A Similar Size
To See What They Typically
Offer In Their Policies
There have been a lot of changes to the
way companies move their employees
around the globe over the last 5 years and
consequently many have updated their
global mobility policies to keep pace.
It makes sense to keep abreast of these
changes to stay competitive. Considering
what companies in your particular market
are offering is key to attracting the right
people to (i) undertake a temporary
international assignment or (ii) relocate
internationally to take up a new position
in your organisation. It is also sensible to
check to see whether your intended policy
offerings are more generous than the
market norms and therefore provide an
opportunity to realise some cost-savings.

2. Speak To The Business To
See What They Require From
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A GM Programme And How
They Wish To Use Mobility
To Achieve Their Strategic
Objectives
Up until about 8 years ago, companies
generally offered the standard trilogy of
policies: long-term assignments policies,
short-term assignment policies and a
permanent transfer policy. However,
over recent years companies have begun
implementing a much wider array of
mobility policies as their needs have
changed and the approach employees
take to international relocation has
evolved, with many more seeing it as a
good opportunity for career development.
Consequently companies have many more
approaches to global mobility than in the
past and therefore input and clarity should
be sought from the business as to how and
why they are looking to move employees
internationally. Only then can you design
appropriate policies to support this.
Examples of additional policy-types include
commuter assignments, talent development
policies and “lite” and “plus” versions of the
more traditional relocation types.

3. Have You Considered How
You Are Going To Manage
The Three Cs - Capacity,
Capability And Cost?
Organisations generally want to offer
their employees a comprehensive range
of policy provisions when they relocate
overseas to make the move attractive
and to support their talent. However,
the three Cs need to be comprehensively
considered before having any policies
approved, as ignoring these can lead to
policies being difficult to implement in
practice. Ensure that those responsible for
international relocations within your team
have capacity to administer the policy in
addition to any other responsibilities they
may have. See what additional training
and support may be required for them to
fill any gaps in global mobility knowledge
that could lead to compliance risks or
inefficient planning of assignments.
Finally, run some cost estimates based
on hypothetical scenarios so that the
business knows how and what they may
need to budget for prior to buying-in to
the policies.

4. Consider Tax Compliance
Matters And Opportunities For
Effective Tax Planning
Assignment provisions are generally
delivered to employees in a variety of
ways. It may be that some benefits
are delivered as cash allowances via
payroll (gross or net of tax), some are
paid directly to third party suppliers,
and some are to be reclaimed by the
employee via expenses. By outlining
how relocation support is to be delivered
and paid for in your policies, you are
helping the employee and stakeholders
in the business (e.g. payroll, finance
and internal tax teams) to take the
appropriate action to ensure that the
costs and taxes are delivered and tracked
for tax year-end compliance activities, as
well as for internal budgeting purposes.
Developing a process by which you can
track total assignment cost is key. It
supports the wider tax compliance work
you may be engaging a third party tax
advisor to help with. If you apply a tax
equalisation methodology you should
detail the terms of this either in your
main policy document as an appendix,
or, more commonly, as a separate
policy document. From a corporate
tax perspective, there are permanent
establishment considerations that need
to be factored in to how international
assignments are structured.

5. Consider Employment
Law Matters For The
Validity Of Your Assignment
Documentation
Obtaining input to global mobility policies
and accompanying documentation from
an employment law perspective is key to
ensuring that the terms of an assignment
are valid and enforceable. I often see
documentation that states that the home
country employment law will govern
the assignment, but in reality this is not
always going to be the case, for example,
some host locations have statutory
legislation that covers anyone working in
that jurisdiction, including assignees. It
is important to review wording in your
policy about applicable laws to ensure it is
appropriate for the country combinations
you see in your programme.
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6. Look At How A New Global
Mobility Policy Fits With Other
HR Policies Currently In Place
Consider whether they share the same
structure, format and terminology if
appropriate. It is important to assign a
policy owner and how often it should
be reviewed.

7. Read Your New Policy From
An Employee’s Perspective
Do the terms make sense? Are there
any acronyms that require a definition?
Employees new to global mobility should
be able to understand all of the terms in a
global mobility policy.

8. You Should Consider A
Review Of How You Educate
Line Management On The
Implications Of An Assignment
Choice And Help Them
Understand What Policy
Alternatives They Have At
Their Disposal
I often prepare a policy ‘decision tree’

for line managers, along with a onepage summary document (per policy)
which managers can utilise to effectively
select the appropriate policy based on
their business rational and budget for
the assignment.
In summary, there are a number of
considerations when reviewing a global
mobility policy or developing one from
scratch. The most important fall in to

three main categories: deciding which
relocation provisions to offer, determining
any compliance considerations necessary
in order for them to be enforceable, and
checking that the policy will work from
an operational perspective.
If you would like to discuss any of the
above or require support to develop your
global mobility policies, please contact
me at tim.wells@abbisscadres.com.

Tim Wells is a Partner and Head of Global
Mobility Consulting at Abbiss Cadres LLP, a
multi-disciplinary HR consulting firm based in
London. He has a wide range of experience in
the global mobility industry through his roles
working both in-house at large multi-national
organisations and as an external consultant, across a
variety of industries. Now as a consultant, he offers
fully integrated advice, combining the strategic,
operational and compliance perspectives of mobility.
His clients range from large multi-nationals looking
to restructure their global mobility programmes,
through to small but fast-growing ventures, looking
to branch out internationally for the first time. Tim
also sits on the judging panel for the Association of
Relocation Professionals Awards.
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